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'ZThe Apollo-, Oriz.Test prdjett (A TP), which flew: in July 1975, aroused
considerable public interest; firSt, cause the space fiyals of the late 1950's
and 19£43't /Were working together n a joint endenvor, and second, because'.
theiVrtiutual efforts included devel ping a spite 'rescue,system. Iht ASTP
alsOticlusded significant scientific experiments ;`* results of .which can be
used in teaching biology,:physics, and mathematics ip.SelrOls and colleges.

This series off pamphlets discus ing the Apollo-Soyuz mission and experi- ..

nients 101 set .of - curriculum sup-p ementsdesigned for teachers, supervisors,
currictiftim SPeCialists., and text IS writers as well as for the general public.
Neither textbooks nor courses f study; these pamphlets are intended! to
provide a rich source of ideas, lamples of the scientific method, pertinent

,
and clear descriptiOns of space experi6ents

IRA sense, they may be reg'ahle as a pioneering form of teaching aid. Seldom.: may
..., ...

, ,
hag there-been such .a forthright effort to proVide, directly to teachers,
Curriculum7relevant reports:: f current scientjfic .research. High school

.

leachers who reviewed. the t ts...sliggested that advanced studenVs who are
interested might be assigned't 'study one paiiiPhiet andreport on it to the rest
of the class. After class. ,di uSiion, students' might be assigned: (without
access to the paMphlet) one r mory, of the Questions for DiscuSsion" for
formal or informal answers, thus, stressing the application of what . Was

previously covered in the pamphlets. : . . ' .

'The authors of these pamphlets are Dr. Lou Williams Page, a geologist, and
Dr.. Thornton Tage, -an astronomer. Both have taught science at several
universities and hive Published 14 books on science for schools, colleges, and
the general reader, including a recent one on space science. . .

Technical assistance to the Pages was provided by the Apollo-Soyuz .,.

1-'0.
ProgramProgram Scientist, Dr. R. Thomas Giuli[ and by. Richard R.: Baldivin,
W Wilson Lauderdale, and Susan N. Montgomery, menthe?! of the group at
the NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center in Houston which organized th
scientists' participation in the ASTP and published their reports of experimen
tal results. 4.

Selected teachers from high schools and uniVersitiesihrolughout th ited
--,:States reviewed ofge pamphlets in draft form. They suggested changes in

wording, the addition /of a glossary of terms unfamiliar to students, And
improvements in diagrams. A list of the teachers and of the scientific inves-
tigators whO reviewed the foraccuracy folloWs this Preface.

Thil set of ApolloSoyuz pa phlets was initiated and coordinated by Dr."
Frederick B. Tuttle, DireCtor of ucational Ngrants, and was supported by
the. NASA Apollo-Soyuz Program Office, by \Leland J. Casey, Aerospace
Engineer for ASTP, and by William D. Nixon, Educational Programs
Officer, all of NASA Headquarters in Washington, D.C. ,

.
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After 4 years of preparation by the U.S. Natio AeronauticS and Space
Administration (NASA) and the U.S:S.R. Academy of Sciences., the Apollo.
and SoYuz spacecraft were launched on July 15, 1975: Two dayilater at 16:09,
Greenwich mean time on July 11, aftefApollamaneuvered into the smile orbit
as. Soyui, the two sPacecraft'were'doCked, The astron4its a'nd cosmonautS.
then met for the first international handshake in space:, and each crew enter-.
tained the other crew (one at a time) at a me.alof typical American or RusSian
food. These activities and the physics of reaction motors, orbits around the
Earth', and weightlessness. (zero-g) are;described more fully in Pamphlet I,

The Spacecraft, Their Orbits, and Docking" (Efk133).'
. .

Thirty -foUr.experithents'Were performed while Apollo 'and Soyuz Were in-
...orbit: 23 by astronauts, 6 by cosmonauts, and 5 jointly. These experiments in

space Were:selected. from 161 proposals from scientists in nine different
countries. They .arelistedby number ins Pamphlettandgroups of two or more
are described in detail in Pamphlets II through IX (EP -134 throUgh:EP-141,
respectively) Each experiment was directed by a Principal Investigator,
assiSted by several Co- Investigitpts, and the detailed scientifiC results have

: been published by NASA in two repOrts: the. Apollo-Soyuz Test Project
PreliMinary Science Report (NASA TM X.:58.113) and the Apollo-SoSinz Test
Project SuMmary Science Report (NASA.SP-4.12). The simplified accounts
given in these pamphlets have,been reviewed by the Principal Investigators or
one of the Co-Investigators.

.
For many/ gars,. airplanes have phCtographed.thv Earth's surface i olor

photographs and special filters have given more and more information about
the surfacetempetatures,, conditions-of Crops andforests, amouOt.of water
in the soil, minerals in exposed rocks, and so on Starting in'the'Mid-1960's,
NASA Spice`eraft have photographed weather patterns and detected water

Ilution, in addition to obtaining the 'temperature, crop data, .moisture,
. e posed minerals, and so on: From Skylab in 1973, astronauts' noted Many

ore features: wave conditions in the ocean, major geologic formations, and
'conditions in the upper "atmosphere. It was natural for the Apollo7'Soyuz Test.

.

Project to extend these observations still further,
Apollo andSOyuz were in orbit 222 kilometers ve the Earth's:surface.

FroN this altitude,s,obiervations could be made of areas of the Earth and .

oflhe atmosphere' abOye the 'horizon: Although. Apollo-Soyuz. was above
most of the Earth's atMosphere, there was some very low density gas even at
that altitude. Three eXperimgnts were deSigned lo take advantage of the,,.
ApollO-S4uz view.

Experiment MA-136, Eartty. Observations ..and Peholography ,prOduced
hundreds' f photographs, several reels of video tape, and :a reel of movie film.
Many verbal descriptions were alsb made by the astronauts. The Principal. k .



Investigator was Farouk El-Baz of the Smithsonian'Institution in Washington,
D.C. He was assisted by, 12 Co-Investigators, who are ekperts in geology,
oceanography; and meteorology. They, came from various parts of the United
States and one came, from India.

Expetrent MA-007, Stratospheric Aerosol Measurement,,,was, ditected :

-\ by T, epin of the University of Wyoming: He and seven Co-Investigators
'used infrared ob,setvationsof the setting or rising Sun, as seen from4kpolio, to
measure the linolint of dust and droplets in the lower 150 kilor:iers of the
Earlh's atMosphert.

Experiment MA-055, pltraviolet Absorption, measured the denSities Of
atomic oxygen and nitrogen 222' kilometers above the Earth's surfaCe. The-
Prineipal Investigator Was T. M. Donahue of the Oniversity of Michigan. He
was assisted by five Co-Investigators.



servations of the
5 Surface

,
Aerial. photographs of portions of the anti are routinely taken fro airplanes,
'often for making maps or surveys. Othiting spacecraft like Apollo-Soyuz or
)the earlier Skylab have three main advantages over airplanes as camera
mounts. First,,,the higher'spacecrafi can "see" a laiger area and can therefore
record breadei features, such as the remains of an old volcano or a huge eddy
in the sea: SecOnd, the spacecraft is almost perfectly steady; there are no gusts
of wind or "bumpy air" to toss it around like an airplane, thils smearing the
photographs. Third; the spacecraft follows a preciSe orbit over a "track" that
runs strai t across the g,round. Although the spacecraft moves much more
rapidly t an airplane,' modern cameras are fast and some are built to

.compensa a for the spacecraft'velocity.:
Farouk 1-Baz, the Principal Investigator fof Experiment MA-136,

'strongly favors astronauts' visual obserVations with "backup" photography.
He points out several cases where astronauts glimpsed features that did'not

. show up on the photographs, and other cases where astronauts chose the time
when the li ^hting was just right to take'photographs that would show what the
astronauts were seeing: ,

The. Earth observations were carefully planned to provide information
needed by geologiSts for studies of monntains, riferS,:.deserts, and continental'
drift:, Otherinkinnation helped oceanographers: to.,:Stu4 sea currents and
metearologiits to study tropical storms and hurricanes (Fig.. 2.1). Most of
these studies provide direct benefits to us ground,.based residents on Earth.

.

Cameras, Lenses, and Film
One objective of Experinent MA-136 seas to check the effectiveness of
different cameras for photographing various features from orbit. Five cameras
and seven different lenses were proVided on Apollo, The largesttamera Was a
Hasselblad reflex (Swiss built, see Fig. 2.2), with 70-millimeter filin and two
lenses, one with a focal length of 250 millimeters and the other of 50
Allimeters. The focal length of the lens determines the Size or scale of the
photograph: the larger the focal length, the greater the enlargetnent (Fig. 2.3).
The field of view, however, is larger (on 70-millimeter film) when the shorter
lens is used The 50- millimeter lens was used for wide-angle views; and the
250-millimeter lens was used for large-scale, high-resolution photOgraphs:

Another Hasselblad camera had 60- and 100-millimeter lenses and was
mounted firmly on a bracket to take mapping photographs through one Apollo
window. This camera had an "intervalometer" to time the exposures SO that
each p otograph overlapped the preceding one by 60 percent. Every point
along groundtrack wasthus photographed at least twice, once from each of
two poi is in Apollo's orbit several hundred kilometers apart. Pairs of these



overlapping photographs yield stereoscopic views from which trained
specialists can "interpret" such information as heights of.clouds and moun-
tains and depths of canyons. 1

Figure 2.1 This photOgraph of an unusual cloud system was' taken &king the western
coast of hteiiico looking westward.over the,Gulf.of California. The land in the

. background is Baja.Californta. -



:

There were two smaller camertis: a:35-millimeteeNikon single-lens reflex
camera with a 55-millimeter focal- length lens (Japanese) and a 164ri !lime*
Mauer movie camera (Anierican): There was also a television c m9ratfor
real-time broadcasts from Apollo-SoYuz and a video tape recorder to record'
television views Of the Pacific Ocean. The color film used in the cameras was
specially prepared for the MA-136 Experinient by, Eastman Kodak. 'A special
coating was used on the emulsion to prevent halation by blue light..1(, Halation
is the unrealistic haze around a bright object in a photograph.) Mott-than 1900
photographs were taken from Apollo for the MA- I36 ExperiMent; 75 percent
of them are, of excellent toituality.

The 79-mlillmeter Hasseiblad reflex camera system. Figure 2.2

Earth Featurerand Astronaut Training.
Extept.for photographs from orbit, we people on the ground.never get a clear.
view of large Earth featUres. A familiar example is the satellite Weather'
photograph shown on television weather newscasts, which reyeals weather .
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fronft and storm centers ,far better than yiel,V.'o clkfroin Eratth.
OCeanographerS plot maps of water cu tsoVer' dIttireitA; a Iittle,bit at a.:er

.time. However, satellite views of the G If Sue iii4g,theEri46,ast of the
United States show vivid colOr. corttia.Sts..-be,) "een;the'..coldepialantit tit4ter
and the giant eddies in the Gulf Stream nearitslaridS,and reef4: Geologists also(,
plot small-scale evidence of rifts or fault lines ort.iiiaps; *they do r(dt always
recognize the full extent of these feint' . Rifts and faults are bulge cracks in
the Earth's crust where the rock ono ne side has.$1ipPed past the rock on the
other side. The slip can be up -down e r sideward. The must farnous slippage in
the United States is the $an An. mai Fatil(, Which runs *nth-to-so-nth irk:
California and is eaSy to see. o satellite photokraphs.

These topics'wereiliScVSse in science classes-far,41ke astronauts -60 hours

of classroom e.yeal before the Apollo-SOyuz misstri. 'The
astronauts alsO had., IQ " yover ;exercises7 during which they flew in ."

airplanes Over, faults; eddies, and desert dunes. They learnedhoW to
describe a fatdi,line on tape recaftder and how to judge the color of seawater
or desert sand by usi a ''color v/heel." The color Wheel onbdard Apollo had
54 reddiSh-brown olors and 54 bluish-green colors on paper disk. The
,astronauts selecte the color most similar to the seawater or desert sand that
theY observed and tapelrecorded the color-wheel number. These color man,

and not show: the actual cologr..-
hers were important because the Coloraphotouaphs might be underexPoied of

, overexposed
During the ,aircraft flyover exercises, the astronauts experimented with

several. pairs of binoculars and finally selected an x 16-power monocular for
use on the Apollo-Soyuz flight. This little: telescope' enlarged what they saw
below and helped them to identify feattires to repoartiy(photograph,

TheliurPose ,of all this training was 'id help tbe:- polio astronaut'sTom
StaffOrd,-Deke'Slaytonl and Vince Brandbecome well-informed in geol.',
ogy, oceanography, and meteorology so that they would quickly. recognize.
feature4 of scientific iMportance.

/Ground Truth
The Principal Investigator had consulted a group of 42 experts to decide what
/Earth features the astronauts should look for ithd phclograph. Sortie of these
experts were able to have measurements made on the Earth's surface to verify

'! what was seen or photographed from Apollo-Soyuz. For instance, several':
groups of ships measured sea-surface temperatures, salinity (the amount of
salt in the water), water coror, red, tides (poisonous plankton in the water),
water currents, wind velocity, and cloud types. Figlize2...4 shoWs the 18 areas
where such "grouni-truth" measurements were made khile...,APIlo-Soyuz



Figure 2.4 Locations of ground-truth teams for Experiment MA-138, Eirth ObsenratIons
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D.

passed overhead. Two airplanes flew =MSS the United States and took
photographs from high altitudes to compare ,with the MA-136 mapping

s photographs taken at the same time; several'Other airplanes did the same near-
1New Zealand and Englaild. A team-bf Egyptian geologists mapped a portion
of the Western Desert of Egypt,' which was photographed twice by Apollo-

In every case, the MA -136 observations agreed with' local groundltruth
data even though the MX-136 data extended over much larger areas. Some of

- the ground-truth.site4 were covered by clouds when Apollo passed, among
them the site of the New. England red tide off th$ coast of Maine. (The
astronauts viewed red water farther north in'the Bay OfFundy but reported into
be reddish-brown muddy water from rivers, not the bright-red color of the
plankton in the red tide:)

MA-136'Earth Observations Results
The numerous., color photographs and astronaut reports Will be studied for
years:Several important discoveries have already been made from them; and
moe may yet be found. Figure 2.5 shows the locations of the visual ob§erva-
tions, the photographicanapping observations, and the television videlktape
recordings. Each numbered area (1 to" 12) concerned a specific scientific
problem. Fo? instance, area 11 is the huge ANZUS Eddy (forviustralia-New
Zealand-UnitedStates) off the eastern coasijof Australia, and area 9 shows the
growing deserts of Ninth Africa.

One important discovecy is shown in Figure 2.6, a Ohotograph of the'
Levantine Rift. For years, scientists had known aboOt this huge crack in the
Earth's crust; however, the Apollo-Soyuz MA-136 Vx_periment revealed its
full extent. The rift extends froth the Gulf of Aqaba (Able northern end of the_
Red Sea) northward through the Dead. Sea to the Sea of Galilee in Israel,
where it splits into three cracks that fan out to the north and northeast, . The rift
is probably caused by the counterclockwise drift of the Arabian peninsula
(away from Africa) around a "pivot near the Sea of Galilee where the rift
spliti. Geologists find more and more evidence that entire continents have
"drifted" during many mitlions of years. For instance, North and South
America seem to haife drifted very slowly away, from Europe and Africa,
leaving a basin: (the Atlantic Ocean) in between. Along the eas ert....1 coast of
South America, the types and ages of rocks (and the fossils in them) match
those along the western coast of Africa, and the outlines of these two coastg fit



Figure 2.5

.

Maps MelwIng the broad locations. of the PIA;136 Earth obsehation:.sttes.
Small circled numbecs represent revolution groundtracki for photographic
nuiPping and eisUal'observationleskig large circiednUmbers represent the
Earth Veservation sites.
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The.soUthern part of the .Levantine Rift, extending from the Dead Sea to the
Sea of Galilee, is distinguished by the linearity of theJordan River valley: (or-
row): To the north, a "fan-shaped" complex.system of eCirvetfaults character-
izes .the ritt..One,prominent fault parallels the Syrian coast. and !Min makes a
noticeable bend to the northwest (arrow) towards Turkey. °.



togetherlilce pieces of a jigsaw puzzle. The theory of "continental drift" or
"plate tectonics" is a complicated subject.' Geologists are looking for more
evidence for the theory on MA -f 36 photographs.

A more rapidly 8hanging feature, the delta of the Nile River, is shown in
Figure 2.7. The Nile River flows northward from Egypt into the lelediterta-

- near Sea. Mud from the Nile has slowly formed the delta; and the fresh water
of the Nile can be seen in. Fire with the siltier water of the
Mediterranean Offihore. The delta of the Orinoco River in Venezuela is
shown in Figure 2:8. Muddy river Water can be traced for hundreds of
'kilometers out into the Caribbean Sea and the Atlantic Ocean.

The color's of desert,sands, such as those shown in the phytograph in Figure
2:9, 'provide important inforination about the ages of these sands and the
advance of desertsacross.the countryside. The bright-Yelfow sand is younger
than the red sand. The sharpine to the left of the center of the Photograph
shows where ithe'yelloW sand is moving across the red sand as it is blOwn
westward by winds. Differences between this Apollo-Soyuz photograph and
Skylab photograPhs taken in 1973 will show the rate of advanc' The chang-
ing pattern of the sand dunes is also being studied.:.

Photograribs of Lake Chad,,at the southern edge of the Sahara, show the
sand moving in toward, the lake. This advance of the desert may dry up Lake.
Chad and dePrive the local .inhabitants of water to drink and fish to catch.
Other deserts were photographed in Australia and Argentina.:

Figurer,
western Spain, including the, Strait of Gibraltar, is shown iti

Figure, which was photographed when the astronauts saw a series' of
waves about 60 kilometers long in the otherwise clear blue Atlantic Ocean."
These waves are not on the surface but are deep in themater below. They may
have fortnekl because of variations in...the salinity (saltiness) of the water
caused. by §altier water pouring out of the Mediterranean Sea through the

?;r4it. The waves were glimpsed only for dipornent-then the lighting ("Sun
glitter'?) was just right. They could be sen then;beVause light is refracted

,-eiriOrc by the saltier ',water.
Several of the mapping runs (Fig; 2.5) aivetedareas that had not been

accurately mapped before. One revealed an ancient meteor crater
in Brazil. Others sliowed, sridw conditions in the Cascade Mbuntains and
glaciers in other, parts of the wOrld.TWo tropiCal storms in the Caribbean ea
and off the coast of Florida and.many cloud patterns over land and.sea ere
photographed. Orie peculiar set of cloud strips is shown in FigUre 2,1 I

.'ESCP:.Secs. 11-11, 11 -12. (ThrciughOut this pamphlet, references will be given Sokeitopici
cpvered in these three standard textbooksi "Investigatiiig the'Eartl". (ESCP). Houghton Mifflin

. .

Company: 1973:." Physical Science Study Committee" (PSSC), fourth editidn. D. C. Heath, .
, .

1976c and "Project Physics'." second Holt. Rinehart and Winston, 19754



'Figure 2.7

. .

r., -. ..,..
The Nile Delta Is an excellent example of a trianguliir-shaPeddelta. Pitterdi of:.
surface texture'and boundary layers in the water are easily seen In the Sup's:.
reflection. They postibly'retulf from a di4sity difference betweePthe fresh-
water frOM the Nile and the saltier water of the Mediterranean Sea. Compare
this photograph with`a. map of Egypt.

. .. .
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The deep-brown coke of the clrinoco River outflow Is caused by both sedi-
ments (mud) and rotting phont material. This turbid waterwas observed by the
crow as for north as the island of Barbados.

Figure 2.8

I .
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Figure 2.9 There is 'a color. gradient in this. downward view of the Simpson Desert In
Australia. The long, thin, linear, dunes of sand were des Wed by the Apollo
orew. as ."hundreds of parallel road tracks." Such dune form in bite,. Windy
areas. Where the winds come predominantly from one irection. The linek of
dunes' are perpendicular to this direction.



ThrUdirectIon of sunlight in this photograph has made Internal waves visible ,Figure 2.10
Mower left). Located off the weitern'coast Of Spain, the waves-were approx-
imately 50 to 60 kilometers long and we're-Probably caused by variations in
salinity.

n



Figiwa 2.11. Cloud strips off tho coast Of California.
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one understands him they were .fonned. They are too Jarge.. tO be airplane
contrails (streaks of condensed Water yw' lift behind airplanes flying
timpugh humid ahCminY-of which were OFserved over the Atlantie 0C9an.

uestionS-for, Discussion
Optics, Earth Feature's, Continental. Drift)

1. The normal hUman eye can resolve2 (separate) two objects 0.02° apart;
t at is, you can see separately two lines 0.03 Millimeter apart oh a paper that is
10 centimeters from your eyes: How far apart would two rivers have to be for
t e astronautsto see them Separatelj, from 220 kilometers altittide? How close'

uld the rivers-be if the astronautused his monocular to see them separately?

APollo7Soyuz. had an orbital speed -of 7.4 km/sec. The -HaSselblad
mapping camera with a 100-millimeter lens had field view of 38°. To
obtain a 60-percent overlap of successive photographS, what interval between
exposures would be necessary? If the 60-millimeter lens were used, would the
nte al be shorter or longer?

- 3 Which camera-lens combination would you use to gej the best resolu-
tion of EitA features? .4'

4. If you were an astronaut describing the view shown in Figure-.2.6, what
aspe ts would you emphasize? Remember that you arc moving 'at 7 .4,km/sec ,,
so your view lasts only a minute or two

5.- A ground-truth team is being sent to the desert shown in Figure 2.9.
What easurements would you ask them to make?

6. The American continents are drifting away from Europe and Africa at a
rate of about 2 cm/yrNow long ago were they together? (Geologists call the
origina landmassslorthand South America, Europe, Africa, Asia, and
Austral a-.--'`Pingaea.." The southern portion was "Gondwanaland. ")

rl-



Aeroie li are sinallfdrOPlets and dust particles suspended in, the air. They'are
carried to altitUdes of 20. to 30 kilometers.bY\ winds and atmospheric circirla-

, tion. Their absorption and scattering of sunlight affects the climate and (at 101"/ .
altitudes) the weather: Experiment MA- 007, StratOspheric Aerosol MOS;
uretnent,, used three methods' to measure tie size, type, and amount of '.
aerosols at high altitudes: (1) counts of Particles by microseope detectors
carried in a high;altitude ballOon, (2) measurements of light scattered back
from laser pulses directed up through the atmosphere, and (3) measurements ..
of the Sun's brightness as it rose or set, as seen \ frOm Apollo-SOyuz. The first
two ground-;based methods covered altitudes, up to 25 to 30 kilometers at
about the same titne`andin the same area that Ap011o-Soyiri observations were
being made at altiitrdes up to 45 to 50 kilometprs. The experiment dem-
onstrated that the spacecraft technique is accirrate:and that it will be useful for
determining the amount of aerosols at high almude's2 (Aerosol spray Bans
produce the same kind of droplets as those detected in Experiment MA-007. It
is not these droplets however, that may reduce the ozone layer; it is the Freon
girsbsed in the 'spray cans. This gas slowly rises trough the atmosphere, and
some scientists fear that its fluorine and chlorine may cause chemical reac-
tions in the ozone layer. See Figure 4.1.)

.' .
.

The Balloon-Borne Dust-Particle COunter
Balloon flights are made regularly from a,U.S. Air Force base near Kansas
City, Missouri. One flight was scheduled at th ' same time that aerosol
observations were being made from Apollo at Su set at 01:38 Greenwich
mean time (GMT.) over Kansas City on July 22, 19 5.* A cutaway drawing of
the particle counter carried on these balloon flights is shown in Figure 3.1. A
stream of outside air is pumped through a concentrated light beaM, and two
microscopes are focused onf. this point. When an aerosol drOplet or dust
particle passes thrriugh, a bright flash is recorded i each microscope by a
phommultiplier al the eye end of the microscope. f both photomultiplierS ,

give an electric pulse at the same instant, a "cdu 't" is recorded by the
electronic circuit. This mechanism is a "coincidence ounter" (see Pamphlet
II); it uses two detectors to eliminate false counts. ( false count,could be
recorded by one detector if a cosmic ray passed throw h the photomultipliet.
Another check of false "background" counts was made by filtering the
airstream for short intervals every 15 minutes. ;During these intervals, there
should have been no counts, and there were none excep at very low altitudes.)

The pulse size of the photoniultipliers shows how large the droplet or dust
particle is simply because a larger particlereflects morelight. The electronics

l

Were arranged to separately record the Particles of 0) 3z to 0.5-micrometer
\\ *



diarheter (small pulses) and the large particles (large pulses). (Orie, Microme
ter is only 0.00004 inch.) Thy partiCle counts were radioed to the ground,,,
together with the temperatUre and presiure at each altitude; and were recorded
as 'a funCtion of-time. Thesemcords show high: concentrations Of aerosols up:
to 5 kilometers (16.000 feet), then a sharp drop to about .1. particle/cM3. There
was a maximum of about 60 particles/cip3 at 18 kilorneters altitude: Above:25
kilometers, the particle count was back down to 1 or 2 particles/crn3 (see
dashed line in Fig. 3.2).

;
Figure 3.1 Schematic drawing of the University of Wyoming' dust-particle counter used

for ground-truth measurements.

The Laser-Ouise Radar
The lidar" ShoWn in:Figure 3.3 is a 1222centimeter (48-inch) telescope
loaned by the NASA Langley Research Center for the MA -007 Experiment.
A powerful laser is mounted at the tlescope focus and gives extremely.short

.pulses of 30 nanoseconds' duratidn. A, flash of light leaves the telescope,
travels up through the nighttime atmosphere, and is scattered backtoward the!



Earth by dust and `aerosols: The scattered light is collected by another
telescope and focused on a sensitive detector. The velocity of light is known;
thereioret the altitude of the dUst and aerOsols can be c 4culated.from the
round-trip time (160 microseconds forfore an, altitude of .04 kilo-Meters). The
difference in Color (wavelength) between the scattered light anithe laser light

f is'also recorded; it is used to obtain information about the particles, such as
\. size and refractive index.

The lidar was set up at the U.S. Air Force base near. Kansas City and used
the night before and the night after jhe observations tram Aiollo-Soyuz were
made. On July 22, the lidar recorded some cirrus clouds at 13 kilometers,
altitude, as well as aerosols around 20 kilometers. On July 23, there were na
high clouds, and the aerosols again were detected at 20 kilometers:

E
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The NASA Langley Res
used to measure d15
perpsols.

Bch Center 122-centimeter Iktar'system. It can he
es to clouds, balloons, and airplanes, as well as to

C MA-007. Measurements and Photographs From
Apollo
When light passes through the atmosphere, some. of it it. absorbed and
scattered by aerosols and some of it is scattered by the air mblecules to give the
blue light of the sky. The atmosphere also bends rays of light, as shown in
Figure 3.4. This bending ("refraction") ;Is caused by the increase in air
density at lower altitudes. The light travels slightly slower in the denser air
and its direction is changed, much like the way a car veers to the right when its
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Light from SUrt

(Sunset)

rigt)t wheels get into soft mtrt1 beside, the road and its left wheels are still on
smooth pavement. Light from the, setting Sun, is thus bent downwF1 like the
ray to point 4 in Figure 3.4, and the Sun looks higher in the sky thanit really, is

. This refraction by the atmosphere is similar to refractiOn by aglass'prism. The
dense air low: in the atmosphere:is like the thick end of the prisrilt. It slows the
light more than does the less dense air at higher altitudes, which corresponds
to the thin end, of the prism: 'Just before sunset, the light reaching Apollo at.s.:-
point 4 pissed through, air in layer A very close to the Earth!s surface, as
shown by the arrow. 1<his light was affected by aerosols at low altitude.
Earlier. light passed Through higher altitude air to reach point 3. The MA-007:'
Eiperiment used measurements of the Sun's brightness for 1.5 mi uses bef4re
sunset to estimate th6 amount of aerosols in layers. A, B, C,. D. an soon Of
course, the sunlight received at point 4 passed through layers B, andii? as
well as layer A, so the calculation is coMplicated:

,

The refraction of the sunlight (b6nding toward Earth in Fig. 3.4) depends
on the change of air density pith altitude. The MA-007 scientists measured
the refraction on photographs of the Sun taken with the Hasselblad 70-
millimeter camera (Sec. 2A) using the250-millimeter lens, an infrared filter,
and special infrared film that recorded light of 8400-angstrom (840--
nanoineter) waJelength. This gave a sharper photograph than ordinary visible



light would have becatge much of the lightscattered aerostils was filtered
out Figures 3.5(a) and 3.5(6) show one of thse photographs and thecontours
of brightness measured on it The. Sun near the horizOn appears to be flattened
because the rays near the horizon (from the bottoM of the Sun) are'refractecl
more than the rays farther up (from the top of the gun). This makes the bottom

'seem farther up, as shown by the ray to point 4 in Figure 3.4. Figure 3.6(c)
shows the apparent shape of the Sun expected froni refraction; it Matches
Figure 3.5(b) well Figure 3.6 shows the apparently changing shape ofOthe
Sun in the last 15 seconds befOre sunset..(TheSun setAuc.h more quickly as
seen from AP011o than as seen from thesround because the spacecraft had a
day of only 93 minutes instead of o?.frr 24 hours.).

The Sun's changing brightness was measured for 1.5 minutes before sunset
with the MA-007 photometer shOwifMFigtire 3.7. This-instrumentwas aimed

\at the Surf through a window in.the Apollo Command Module ((M)-cabin: It
was a pinhole camera with a filtered phototube that recorded the intensity4.
8400-angstrom light from a 10° field of view. The Sun is only 0.5° in
diameter, so the spacecraft, did not have to be pointed very accurately: The
astronauts could check the pointing by the shadow of a pin on a white circle.
(top of Fig. 3.1). - -

The photoineter's 1.5-minute record of changing Sun brightness- was
radioed to the ground and later convened to curves of aerosol density versus
altitude: The cuivefor sunset over Kansas City is shown in Figure 3.2.; where.,
the dashed line shows the balloon measurements: The agreement is good from
17 to 23 kilometerS altitude. The Fp-007 Experiment shovs-rnorc_aerosols at
higher altitudes.

One- of the Soviet experiments on Apollo-Soyuz was very similar to the
MA-007 photography. As mentioned .in PaMphlet I, the cosmonauts per
formed six'experiments on their own in addition to the five:joint experiments.
One of the joint eXperiments was thArtificial Solar Eclipse (MA-148; see

. Pamphlet for which Apollo 'locked ,(eelipseti) the Sun as seen from
Soyuz. The smonuts later used the camera frorn that experiment to photo=.

graph the set ng Sun.and the stars seen near -the Sun: By measuring the Sun's
shape and the distances between the Stars in the sky, the refraction at different
altitudq: was obtained. In'this way, the air density at yarious altitudes was
determined. The U.S.S.R. has not yet releaSed the results of these eitperi-
ments. In another experiment, the cosmonauts continued photography after
sunset tmeasure the zodia6n1 light (Pimphlet III); and they photographed ihe
horizon in other directiOns to detect "airglow." (You can see the airglow as a
blue haze above the holizon at the top of Figure.2.1 and on the photograph on
the, cover.)
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Thq shapef the setting Sun appears to change.because of retraction by the
. atmosphere.



r, Figure 3.7 The photometer used fcir maki;x3 stratospheric aerosol measurements for Ex
periment MA-007.



Results of MA-007 Measurements
The. Stratospheric Aerosol Measurement, Experiment, on Ap011o-Soyuz.
showed that a fairly simple 7-kijograin instrument (thephotometer showh
Fig. 3.7) can check higly,altitiide aerosol densities in short obsei.intion times
before sunset and after sunrise on Earth-orbiting spacecraft. In addition to the
sunset over Kansas City, one other' sunset off the coast of NeWJerSey and two

nrises, one northwest of Australia; and, the other over the Indian Ocean, were
served: The two sunrise observations Showed 30-percentJewer high-

altitude aerosols in the Southern Heinisphere than in the Northern. Herr&

*hi should, aerosol densities be so, diffeteht 'in the two hemispheres?
Scientiits *attribute ,t.he 1:1,ifference to a volcan6 that erupted .in, Guatemala
during October 1974, 9 months before the Apollo-Soyuz mission: During the
northern, winter, there is a general northward movement of the atmosphere
whiCh, in this,case, carried the volcanic dust and droplets at least 2400
kilometers (1500 miles) north to MissOtirfand New Jersey. Later, during the
southern winter (northern summer); the aerosols pt0ably moved southward.

Combining:the balloon data on droplet Or particle Size, the lidar data on the
color of backscattered light; and the Apollo MA-007 data on altitude gives an
estimated, 1'.43 for the inder of refraction of the ;derosol droplets. (This
refraction ienpriq the atmosphere but in thedroplet.) The MA-007sciergists
,.note that this SoineWhat uncertatnittnnber is consistent with the droplets being
sulfuric acid (75-Percent I-I Sei and 25-percent Hyd),. w4ich Ptts,sibly m-
e;
'Suited from the release of hydrogen sulfide (H2S) and sulfut dioxide (SO2)
froth the voicaii6 and the subsequent combining of these, Cornponneks, with
oxygen Old water in the atmosphere.

Questions for Discussion
(Climate, Radar, Optics)

7. If the aerosol. particles in the entire atmosphere` -We "-inerOaSed: .

factor. of '10; how would you- eipect the climate .on'EarttitOlV;41007
':'. . .- . . .

'.-141',Eler to plot the,' number of aerosol particles per
versus the attitude in kilometers,, What.do y6u need,to knbw in addition toille`
ballOotiborne dust - particle counts? .

9 With its 30-nanosecond pulses, how accurate:Can the lidar measure-
.

:".A

meni.of: aerosol attitude be?



10. In thepannosphere; different wayelengths are refracted by different`
amounts (Fig. 3.4). How'Would this change p otographs of the setting Sun in
white li (such as Fig. 3:.5(41)?

,13

11. ow large was the image of the Suwon the original 70-millimetor,fitit
in the Hasselblad camera with the 250-millimeter lens? .

12. Two successive sunset ram, Apollb-Soyuz were §f ntes apariln
time If the first was over Kansas City (957 W longitude);:a hat' lgnaitude:!.

' would you expect the second?': ,
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At 222 kilonleters altitude, Apollo and Soyuz were armost oittside
atMoSphere. There is a very low density, gas there, mostly hydrogen.,heriiirly,'
oxygen, andi*gen, TO verify.their,theoretieal!'"ihodeli'l.br.the atttiospitere':,.
(how it becomes'leSsitertse..with

.

These measureinentsWeteproVided bY.ApOilO444,EXPeiiinent
Ultraviolet AbsOrption.

Liyers in the AtmoOhere
.4..

.The results of many years of exploring the atmosphere are shOyiriti:Vigure
4.1. The heavy line is a plot of temperature (bottom scale) versus.aftitude (left
scale). The scale on the rightyes, the gas pressure in Millibars (Mbar),
starting at 1000 millibars, which is equal to'l atmosphere or 1601N/m2 at the
Eiltila's surface. The terms in the figure are used by scientists to describe the

" layers Of:the atmoSPbere%'Which can be thought of as "onionskins,'' ;each.
completely tietosing:the6,ife below. In some parts of the; world, such as the
pqlar regfpts, the lower'layOrs of the atmosphere are leks dense. The tempera:.
ture curve in iiigure4::1 is a rough average near the Earth's surface where the
"troposphere" is.e.hiingirig all the time becauSe of weather '(Winds,

I

., clouds, and Storths).. ".

At about 15 1.cters alt!tude,te atmosphere '`calms down,"414:the
layers above aft Mote' 4able"and predictable. Above this "tropopaii.se,P the
temperature startstkiiSelbeettOe much of the Sir's radiation i§4bSObed in
the layers betWeeh,20.4041(116rheterS altitude. In these layers,: thesOnipOsi-:
don of the air is :"thattg0,Q0* absorbed- sunlight break up Oxygen
molecules (02) into oxygen atOrit4;(C).):- Some of the atoms rot iitiine with 62
molecules to form ozone (.di),iVollieh peaks near the. top>d.tlie,Otone layer
shown in figure 4 l.: Ahere. is brily.a very small amount of ozone
(about 13 rhilliOritbS,br all the other gases in the ozone layer), but it,;abscirbS'ait!,1'..,
the Siin's ultraviolet light of wavelength shorter than 3000 angstrqicig:::(300,,:;;:.
nanometers). .

' In the ionosphere, pressure and defisity are so low that much of the gas,.
remains.. ionized. (Atonis or linoleeules lOse an Otctron after absorbiniIii,.
traviolet sunlight:) The ionOsphere wastirsidetected more than 50 years ago...
With early radar sets that .bounced' radio 'Waves off. thd ions. Scientists ::.

caleulat4.*v.height of the ionosphere 'by knowing the speed of the radi:O.,
wavekaa# measuring they time for the echo to return. Later, they found Niat

there*: ionized' layers'at differentItieiOtS; and they lettered them
and .

Abostbe "stratopause," the temperat#re!Marts dropping becauSe the'gas
pressufe and.density:are so loW that very little sunlight is absorbed. to heat th'e

. 0



Figure 4.1
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gas FloweYer; the teniperature:Starts rising again above the ``mesopause" at
about 90 kiloMeters altitude'? This alter, very low denSity layer is called `the;.
thermosphere because iN very hot, as measured by the average velocities of
atonis and Molecules.: At the altitude of ApOlio7Soyui (222 kilomers), the
gas temperature is :about .7.80..K (15,07T C). Iriformation about the ionosphere,
above 12() kilometeis comes Mosijy. from spacecraft.and rocket measure
menti", The pressure and the density keep falling, which cattipsihe:ternpera
tnie to rise, and the composition changes .(regiikelrnidre,hydrogeic and
hefinm=seePamPhlet III). The outermost layer, called ihe geocarona, is
0iostly hidrogen and extends outward 50 000 kilOmeters, where it, merges:

it tlieyery low density hydrogen and heliuni between 'the planets. In the
4ty. regions, information about composition, can be obtained by

obserYing the light emitted or.absorbed by the gas, as revealed by absorption
and emission tiries in the spectrum.

Spettrum Lines of Atomic Oxygen and
Nitiogen
Gases can emit various colOrs of light, and this property is Used iti4aeOgns
for advertising. Pure neon radiates a characteristic red light when excited by a
discharge in a sealed glass tut*, and other gases at low pressure emit other
colors. A spectroscope shaft ".emission lines" in the spectrum (see
Parnphla$11, and HI); 'that is the intensity is strong in a number'of narrow
bands tif.:,,Vas-felength (color), and the pattern of bright lines is characteristic of
the emitting gas. When light from a distant source passes through the same
gas: most the same wavelengths are abssoped by the gas, leaving gaps, or
"absorption lines." in the same pattern. 3 Tbeanore gas there is along the line
of sigt0;.the darker the absorption lines. SCientists measure these lines with a
spe' ctroM eter, which separates the' different.wayelengths X and measures the
intertiity4 at each wavelength. Astronomers use the measured wavelengths
of SOOtriim linesi to identify gases in interstellar space and to estimate the
amount of each 'gas iii terms of the numbers of atoms or moleCules'.alOni the
line of sight.

'Project Physics, Secs. 19.1: 19 7. 19.8; Secs. 26-2 toe26-5.



theo
The.spectrum lines* '(both emission and abiorption) were explained by

, .
em re

quantum ry in terms of electrOni in orbit around the nucleus of an atom.
.

;leach orbit has a different enerd.:Aecording to quantum theory, only Certain.
specific .orbiti are "perMitted," with energiesEi , E2, E3, and so on These
"energy levels" are different for each:kind of atom. The spectrum lines come
from "electron jumps" between energy .1evels, dOwnward.for emission lines
and upward for absorption lines. In a downward jump,, the atom einits a
photon. If electron jurnpi from ,E2 6E,, the photon has enerkyE2 E
hf = hclX, whereh is the Planck constant;f is the photon frequency, and c is the
velocity of light. So, all the,jumps from Ez to Et give photons of the same
wavelength X. Different kinds of atoms have differentE1; Ez, E3, and so em
and thus emit photons of differe4 wavelengths. This pattern of wavelengths in
the spectrum is often called the '41-mgerprint of the worn" because it is unique
to one kind of atom.
; The-pattern of absorption lines is the same "fingerprint" because' that one
kind of atom absorbs photons of energy Ez E when it kmps from E if to E,
and photons of energy E3 E1. when it jumps from E1 to 3. These are the '
same energy differencesphoton wavelengthsas for the emission lines.
Thus, the fingerprint of the atom is the same in absorption lines as in emission

;: lines, with a few exceptions as noted below. Figure 4.2 is a diagram of
energy. levels with the downward (emission) and tirfi.vard (absorption) jumps
markei, with arrows. For most atoms, the energy levels must be arranged in
columns (not shown in Fig. 4.2), and there are "selection rule! about
which jumps are most probable between levels in the various columns.

The lowest energy level,.E is called the "ground state," and each atom-
prefers to be in that state. If an atom absorbs a photon or is joggled into a
higher energy leVel by high temperature or by collision, it can mil a photon:
and return to Ei almost instantaneously. In the cold dark of interstellar space,
most atoms are in theE1. level, so the jump from E1 to E, (which occurs when .a
photon is absorbed, thereby removing it from the light beim) gives a strong
absorPtion line, called the resonance line fOr that atom. The same wrelength
will be emitted later because, the atom "prefers!! to be in the lowest energy
ground state. This reemission or "resonance 'scattering" does n9t" fill in"the
absorption line, because thet mined photons go off in all diffetfent directions,
not just-along the light beam from which photons were first absorbed.

In the laboratory, physicists have measured the probabilities for absorption
or emission of a photon by each kind of atom and the probability for eap,h
energy. jump, If 100 atoms are in the level E*.in Figure 4.2; the physicists
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that 20 of them will jump to E2 and 80 to in less than a micro7.
second. If 100 atoms are in level E, with many photons.. passing them (in
strong sunlight, for instance), 70 will jump tcrE2, 20 to E3; 5 to E4, and 5 to
other higher levels. (These numbers are cited for illustration only.In actuality,
there -are..many billions of atoms, -and the jump probability is not an even
percentage like .80 percent. The point is that these probability numbers are
kn9wn for most kinds of atoms and the resonance lines are the most probable
lines for each kind of atom.) Therefore . ow-can calculate from the intensity of,
the E2 -.E1 emission -line strength how many atoms in the.line of sight were
in the E2 level. The El E2 absorption line will give the number_of atoms .

in the line of sight that were in the E, ground state.' .



A comp and accurate diagram of energy levels for an atom like oxygen,
is more complicated than the One shown in Figure 4.2.. Some 80 years ago,
physicists found that some, energy jumps did not take place, and they called

, .,.

these jumps "forbidden.transitions." When the 'energy levels were plotted in
separate Columns, it was poSsible to make "selection rules"..stating which,
transitions, were '''permitted' ' and which were 'forbidden," all keyed to a set ..

of three quantUni numbers associated with each energy level: Then astronn
omers found some of the "forbidden lines" in the: spectra of nebulaevast
.clouds of low-clensit, glowing gas bettveen the stars.. They are still called
' `.forbidden lines," although the qUantum theory now shOws that a ".forbidden
jump' ' from level Ef to Er is not really impoSsible,but jUSt very improbable.
The atom waits fora second or two in level Ef before jumping to Ei. Under
most ccinditions, the atom is bombarded many millions of times during .a
second and gets joggled, Out of Ef before the forbidden jump can take place.

'. That is why 19th - century physicists, never observed forbidden lines in their
laboratories.

. In very tow density gas near the top of the Earth's atmosphere..ancl in
nebulae between the stars, an atom may not be:jostled out of level E1 before
jumping to E, and emitting t e forbidden line, fika-brbra (norterg lights)11,21

and nebulae mostly glow in fo idden lines of oxygen: The atoms of oxygen
are raised to the energy level gf bY solar-wind bombardment, and the oxygen
ions. (9+1 in nebulae" get to their energy level Ef by similar electron
bombardment. The absorption of a forbidden line is : posSible but very
improbable, so we do not expect forbidden absorption lines.

A resonance line of atomic ,OXygen.at;a wavelength' of 1304 angstroms
(130.4 nanometers) arid a.forbi(140:IiitOiortOitYgen at 1356 angstroms (135.6-:
nanometers) are shoVirt in :igitik4,,,3,:'!Ifoth lines are produce& by a high..:;'.
voltage raditifrequenekaZYgetaainp. However, when light pisgek,t4rottg/ii::,
atomic- oxygen gas; only the :004..angstrom line is absorbed. TIA,:pitie is
true for nitrogen with the resonance line at 1200 angstroms (120 nanOnieters)
and the forbidden line at 1493 angstroms (149.1.nanorneters) (Fig. 4.3). A
nitrogen lamp produces both lines but onlythe 1200-angstrom line is absorbed

.' by nitrogen atoms: These wavelengthS are short; they are in the far-ultraviolet
'part of the electrOmagnetie spectrum (see Pamphlets II and III).

.1. .

;

C
Absorption by Oxygen and NitrOgen
at 222 Kilometers Altitude
T. M. Donahue and his team planned the MA-059 Experiment to measure the
absorption of 1304-angstroM4ight by oxygen atoms and ,1200-angstrom light
by nitrogen atoms between the 'Apollo and the Soyuzspacecraft. The basic
idea was to shine light from an oxygen lamp and a nitrogen lamp 4oward
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,Soyukovhere a mirror would reflect the light back. On ApollO, the intensity of
the 1304-angstroin line. was measured and compared witlf,the source. The
difference; after correction for mirror reflectivity, shows how much light was
absorbed by oxygen atoms between Apollo and Soyuz. The same is true for the
1200-angstrom line of nitrogen. The mirror on Soyuz was a set of seven
retroreflectors ("eat's-eyeS"), each 3.3 centimeters Wide. (These "cat's-
eyes7 are betterzthan mirror because they reflect light back in exactly
the same direction from which it came.)

Light from the oxygen and nitrogen lamps was pointed at Soyuz as shown
in Figure 4.4.. Each lamp faced a concave mirror that reflected a parallel beam
toward Soyuz. Pet of the reflected beam returned between the two concaye
mirrors and was focused on the slit of a spectrameter at the left. All the
MA-059 equipment Was mounted on the side of the Docking Module (DM)'
faCing away froth the Ap91Io CM,_ and Apollo had to be pointed so that the



oxygen and nitrogen .bearns of light hit the retroreflectoi on Soyuz. This was
done by placing* hrighttiviiite (visible) light in a position similar to that of the
oxygen limp but abdite.,the plane of Figure 4.4. The:astronauts could lOok
out a window Irithe CM, past the DM, and see Whether the bright white
light Wig an. the Soyui retroreflector: ff it was not, they corrected the CMOM
direetiok with the reaction-control...jets.
..,The..ipectroMeter (off the left side of Fig. 4.4) was designed to `scan the

: ;:touremission lines at 1200, 1304,1356, and 1493 angstroms every 12
SecOnds. The intensities /A were ra4lioed to the Mission Control Center at the

Nitrogen
lamp

. \ ' l 1 V '''' ..'
. . '001 *. , %,-"....4,..

Schentatic.diagram of MA-059 leMps and mirrors..' r'' '' el'..
I

.

t4.. 4,

NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center (ISO, .Ho
the forbidden lines at 1356 and 1493 angstrOrtiy
intensities checked the reflectivity of the retrote tat'r
about 0:8 percent. -

Onepr6hiel_n wasDoPPler shift.(see Pamphlet I
!spacecraft were moving it an oibital speed v31),t
oxygen and nitrogen atoms. If the line of sight wis:410ti
the .oxygen and nitrogen absorption would be shine



would prevent oxygen and nitrogen. absorption of the emission lines in the
light from the oxygen and nitrogen lamps Therefore, it was: planned to move
Apollas&that the beim of light to Soyuz was across (perpendicular to) the
velocity vector. The easiest way to do this was to swing Apollo,around the
side of Soyuz, as shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.6. This was done three times:
once at 150 meters separdion, once at 500 meters separation, and once at
1000 meters separation, The idea 1.0as that the maximum absorption of the
1304- and 1200Langstrom lines would oecur when the Apollo-Soyuz line of
sight was at-a 90° angle..to the velocity VectOr. v. At this angle, the-reflected
beam at 500 meters separation was expected to be reduced by 41 percent
because of oxygen absorption_andbY 20 percent because of nitrogen absorp
tion, assuming the densities2 x 109 oxygen atorns/cra3 and 2 x 10? nitrogen
atorns/cm3. If the abiorptions Were found to be more then .the densities
would be higher.

Another problem.: was the emission of the resonance, lines at 1304 and
1200 angstroms by oxygen and nitrogen atoms in the beam. This emission
would fill in the absorption lines a littlea few percent if the Soyuz mirror
(retroreflector) reflectivity was abinit I percent. If the-Soyuz mirror were to
get dirty-'.(as .tit did, in faet).,..the direct emission line intensity would be
higher, compared to the absorption line in the.beam 'reflected from a dirty
mirrnr.

MA-059 Oxygen and Nitrogen-Density.
Measurements
On July 16, 1975; 27 hours after the APollo-SoyuZ mission started,' the
MA-0119 equipment on Apollo was tested .while the outside -door (off the

.right pide of Fig;'.4 .4)waS Closed:The door had small mirrors on the inside

i.',,

"th

arato ei,pa iiit4r
Ithe; ya

ni.'hea ms back into the spectrometer. Scans
10 -4,th ihe nIsml.,1iirere f :.thi correct intensity. After A po..o and

*`$.oy.Uz ardoekedSepaii(0)4*h:Joly219, Apollo moved 18 Meters ahead of
'tit, and the WirrionautSy. yrernote contrql) the Soyuz retro-

: ..-, .. -1..,-.. ..,'. s ,,, ,.eetarsTherewe're,.;three re ` rapt .;,..-:.one. facing up, one sideward,
and one toward e bac -and, ,ks. in APollo. could see all three

vets, open. ,

g...the next nauts moved Apollo around the
nth. iider of SOO in the 33° arc, 150 meters from

oyuz, as Shown in Pr 059 lamps were on apd the spec
trOmeter 3as. scanning, leg of the I200-; 1356-, and 1493

:: angsteOrfl,neS'Were all 04,
-..

spectrometer was working satisfactorily; it
;:...detected the 1304-angsirorn'airglew emission of- oxygen and checked out on



Illustration of the MA-059 150-meter data take. The symbol- v represents We .

velocity vector.

all four lamp emission lines after the door was eibsed, The scientists at the
Mission Control Center at JSC in Houston thus concluded that the sideward
retroreflector on Soyuz was "-too dirty to reflect far4iltraviolet light. (Dirt
could have gotten on the retroreflector during launch or could have come
from a nearby oil leak.) The scientists asked the cosmonauts to swing Soyuz



Illustration of the MA-050 500- r data take; v is the velocity'vectOr. Ogure 4.6



."
around to use the aft retforeflector,okt :;second try;

puritig the next spacecraft night, I113: moved 500 meters north: of
Sayuz along the 32° arc shown in 1I goo:f1:6, and this time the.Spectrornetet
scans shOWed all four emission liii,ektiOag the 10 minutes that APOHO
moved aloq that arc. .However; attet;*out 3. Minutes, tbeintensities all
droPped b)a.',:facter. of 5, whieli,:indiCat4-that the aft soyni retnitlflecter
had just been dirtied. (Sortie oil Piebithl0ealced frOni Soyuz and *read. -
across the face of the retroreflector),.:',$6trthe MA-039 door was .closed,
the spectrometer scans were normal

The folloWing spacecraft. night; Apollo :moved.860 meters above'Soytiz
and along the 30° arc to 1300 meters above (Fig. 4.7). From theSe: larg er.
distances; and in bright moonlight;.,the astronauts had difficulty keeping
Apollo aimed at the. Soyui retroreflector,.,so onlY...a few :good spectrOmeter,..
scans were. Made Also, the calibratiOn cheek with,the MA -059 (lOOrlOsed:
showed thatthe lamp beam; was :lo* by. a factor of V:, ...'r

Apollo left the vicinity of Soyuz and Made a SIOWiO140:the:,MA-069
Experiment still on. During this roll, the:MA-059 henth '.:Wa4sAcing 90°
from Apollo's orbital velocity vector v, but at first the bearrr*s. on the
forward side (Fig.' 4.8(a)), where the oxygen and 'nitrogen ,atoms were

hethe spacecraft at 7.4 km/sec. j.:,aferitie beam 1,vas tno.*,414Xontid to
the back side (Fig. 4.8(b)). As expected,, the emission lines (1304 and 1200

. ';'angstroms) Were-more intense on the front. side; The gas density was abOut
10 times higher on the `,..ram side than inthe. ',wake". of the DM.

After Correcting as best-they Could for the changing rellectivity and beam
:strength, the MA-059 scientists collected all the Measurements of absorptiOn
at 500 meters,separation and the ernission-line intensities that had been
measured at varying times. They concluded that the denSity at 222 kilometers
altitude is 1.5 x 108 oxygen atoms/cin3with an error of -±20 percentand

x 108 nitrogen atoms/cm3 with an error of 7-t:2,pet---'Cefft., These densities
are consistent with measurements made at 340 kiloineters altitude hy the
NASA utinanned Atmosphere Explorer satellite.

42
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Photography

Horizontal distance. m

of the MA-059 1000-meter data take; v is the veloSiti !actor. Figure 4.7



Oititire 4.8 experiiiie;it rel ve toihe Apollo velocity vector, The
dashed lines show the direction of tbeam of light. .
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Quedtions for Discussion
(Atmosphere, Spectrum)

13. By what processes are gases in ,the.:IoSkest layer of the.; atmosphere
: (Fig. 4.1) heated? Why are troposphere temperatores near the Eilyator.higher

than troposphere temperatures near the
4

4:soles?

14. If the gas temperature is more tlian773 K (500° C) at 222 kilometers
altitude, why weren't the Apollo and Sillyi4 spacecraft unbearably hot?

15. If a radio pulse is reflected froth the mesosphere (Fig:,4.1); what is
the echo delay?

16: If an atomisbaSluSt; six energy levels (E1,'E'2, EvE 4, E 5, and E:6) and ...

.*.s 'ailtinciare'allo'Wed,. how many spectrum lines can the atom absorb itnd
mere*? .,.

. ,

't7: 'file oitygefi' lamp used in the, MA,059 Experhbent prodUced)nany
. .

weakereinission.lines at longer wavelengths Off the.right. side of Fig 4,)4 ,
-WAYA.,*,fetoile of these lines,ilsedto'inehgure Oitygen-:itoth.density insti,iiiii. ;

of the1304,6gstrom line? .. , 4.. 0 ;,.i.; , . ,- ...

The.MA7059,0iperithent usedllikea different separations of .Apollo
.

and Soyur: 150, 5(X), and 1000 'ineters..Whilt.ativantage ComeS:with larger
separation?'What'diiadvatitages..wOuld you ;expect?;.

19. liow, could, the. dirty bleth.b4 aVoided?



-Discus Sibn TOpics Answers to. Questions)
1. (See 2E) The don x is the small 'side of a triangle' 220

kilometers long. Thi's triangle is similar to the line separation of 0.03
ter on a paper .1(keeni,jmeters away.:So; x/220 kilometers 7 0.03 milliMeteri
10 centimeters sin °IQ! 7°, iqd x = 66 Meters. The monocular was "X
poWer," whichOlarges angles 16 tiMe. gothe 66,meter separat iOn just ,

perceptible to the naked eye was reduced to 66/16 =-Af:1 meters, perceptible
1° with the Monocular.

2. (Sec.. 2E). The 38° field .aview of the camera cOlOspotids to 144
kilometers on thelround. (From, the center to the,edgt 19°; and 222 sin 19°.
equals 72 kilornerers; 'thus,. is 144 ki din6ters.), To obtain a
60pereegt Overap, you woi4 want phOtographs that, ere 40 percent of 1.44
orS7 .5 kilometerS apart. Thejime for Apollo-Soyuz to'move 57.5 kilometers
is 57./7.4 = 7.8 seeonds.:1i the 60-millimeter lens were used;' he field of .r

view on the ground wouldbe?(100/60)144 = 240 kilometers; and:theinterval
would be. 13 seconds.

. ,

3. (Sec. 2E) The Hasselblad with the 250,millimeter lens gives the largest
scale (Fig. 2.3) and therefore best resolution. .;,4 5

47 (Sec. 2E). "Theone.thing I noticed was that . . . line' n the tip near .
the end .. . makes a b&K1 to theleft'andfollows a new tectonic line oifault
which goes along parallel to the Turkish coasOn other words, the one on the
left, number 1, goes up and then makes a left turn andparalletstheffurkish
coast. [Number] two seems to be obscured and it juSt ends ia lOt of jumbled
country:. . . and it seems to'end right in thiS juMbled area [Number] three, I
could trace clear up to a riverwhich.Til have tb see a map later. Rai !could
trace the faults out going eastward, You could cseelhem through the
valley silt, clear up to a river` which must he inland ineither Syria or Ttirkey.
So the overall pattern of these is a fan','[numberl three going almosfeastward,
and [number] one bending finally to the north, and[number] tvi(OzOinito the
northeast." ( Verbal COMMentS made during the by. Astronaut Vance
D. Brand.) Qther reports referred to colors. on the'coloi Wheer-

5. (Sec. 2E) In Figure 2.9, there is a sharp division betwe,,cm,red sand and
yellow sand to the left of the center. The ground-truth tearnishOuld measure
the surface color on either side of this line and also analyze the Sand for
evidence of its age. An accurate SUrvey.of the latitude and Ithigitude of at least
two pointS along the red - yellow division is needed to 'pinpoint map, coordi-
nates in Figure 2:9: :

6.. 2E) The diStagee.(rotithly along the Equator) from the eastern tip



!

ali;;;:.

SouthAmeriaitt to the `!clenta' in WOAfrida (neaPthe'Congo Itiver),where
it earptfront.ii tibott500% kilonietirs. At2 ni/y?, this continental drift would
ta.ki5 X 1qace,toidtosi(orfil9r):,-, 2.5 x I 00 years, 425q million yo e. 4

7. (ec.7*VIkerOsols highlkiltitutlet scatter Sunlighkaili reduce the
ivachinithetirthIs surface. Titerefore, ailtigh& aerosol eouifpwoule

decrease the stirtce teMilrature".1. '

41, (Sec.' 3E) In addition Co the duscparticle coitus per second, y d to
. know Pio tiolnine of air pupped throug046dust-parti%leOuntbr each secoft.
'Yo%alS'o need t'he conversion fro'm measured outside air pressureitctallitUde. '

A
° 4: ,

(Sec. 3E) The time up and (lack can li&Measured with an errordif 30
nanoseconds, so the timeoup to the aerosol is in error by only 15 nanoseconds.
The speed of light(' is 30x 10(trn/sec; iberefore, in IS' X10-9 SeCOnitS; light

.11 moves (13 x (A x 109).t7 5 x 15.7' 6i. 0.5. Meter. The garior in altitude
thus is 50 centimeters,..,

10. (Sec. 3E) Blue light is refractedautire than red light, with t ther colors
in between (see Pamphlet II). White - light ,photographs of the setting Sun
woulcfbe 'blue on top and reci on the bottom: A star would show small
spectrum from blue on top through green, yellow, ail orange toured on

,

the bottom: ' t".

11. (Sec. :3E) The Sun as seen from the Earth or from Apollo is 6:5° in
diameter. In the triangle from lens to film,the site Of the Sun's image is equal
0.'250 millimeters sin 0:5° = (2.$0 millimeters) (6.0087) = 2 2 mitliMeters in
diametei..

12. (Sec, 3E) In 93 minutes, the Egith rotates east'ard/(93 minutes/24-
hours) 60° = 23°, Sothe secondsunset would be 23° farther west at 95**+--
23° = 118 °.W (west of Mexko). . "

AN

13: (Sec E), In the troposphere, just above the Earth's surface, the air is
heated by the surface, which derives its heat from the Sun's light and from
infraied radiation that penetrates the atmosphere. The, surface passe .heat to
the air directly by conduction and bYradation iiillong.-Wave infrared rays.
Hot air rising 'from near, the surface .carries heat 'to higher :altitudes by
convecton: Near the Equator, sunlight strikes the Earth's surface almost
perpendicular to thezuffice, which gives the surface more heat per unit area
than at higher latitudes. ,1

14. (Sec. 4E). The high temperature of a very low.densittgas is misleading.
Because the number of atoms ions, and mtlecules in PI cubiC meter is low, the

'061^3 7



total energy per cuhic.meter is low alsci, and the thermal energy receivechbY
Apollo-Soy= ivas therefore very. small. Vie spacecraft lost energy and vas.
cooled by radiation. The spacecratt temperature was controlled by thebalance
between incoming solar radiation and 'outgoing spacecraft radiation. The
incoming solar radiation 4as reduced by: reflective "radiation shields" of
Metal-covered plastic sheets.

15. (Sec. 4E) The Mesosphere is at 90 kilometers altitude (Fig, 4.1), so the
distance up and back is 180 Icilorneters. The 'round-trip radio pulse time is
180 kilometers/c = 18Q kilometers/, (3 x 108 'm/sec) =6 x 107 seconds,
or an 0.0006-second echo delay.

16. (Sec. 4E) "Jumps" or "transitions" are possible between each pair of
the six levels. An upward jump absorbs the slime spectrum line as the
downward jump emits between any two energy levels. Therefore, there are
five downward jumps to E1, four to E2, 'three to Eg, two taE,,, and one to E5
for a total of 15 spectrum lines. Real atoms have many more levels and
spectrum lines than this simplified example,

17. (Sec. 4E)''' The weaker lines at longer wavelengths would be less effi-'
cient detectors of oxygen atoms; that is, there would be less intensity absorbed
per atom in the beam between Apollo and Soyuz. Because the objectiye was to
measure the number of oxygen atoms, the strongest ("resonance") lintsat
1304 angstroms was,tiest.

18. (Sec. 4E) With larger separation, there were more oxygen and nitmgen
atoms in the beam betWeen Apollo and Soyuz, and the absorption could be
measured more accurately. This advantaie was offset by the difficulty of
aiming the lamp beam to hit. 10-centimeter retroreflector on Soyuz when it
was 1000 meters away.

19. (Sec. 4E) Preventing oil leaks and other contamination around Soyuz is
the obvious way to keep the retrorefleetorclean. Another solution would be to
eliminate the rdtroreflector and put the lamps on one spacecraft and the
spectrometer on the other.

4A.r



IntsmattOnal:System, (SI) Units
Name, synilui4s; and conversion factors of SI units 'Used in these pamphlets':

. .

Quantity. lylame of unit

:. Distance meter

Symbol Conversion factor

. .

1 km = 0.621 mile
1 m = 3.28 ft
1 cm = 0.394 in.
1 mm = 0.039 in,
1 = 3.9.X 10-5 in. = 104 A
I run .= 10 A

Mass kilogram kg 1 tonne = 1.102 tons
1 kg = 2.20 lb.
1 gm = 0.0022 lb = 0.035 oz
1 rug = 2.20 x 10-e lb =- 3.5 x 10z3 oz

Time second
I

1 yr.= 3.156 X 107 sec
1 = 8,64.X 104 sec
1 hr = 3600 sec

Temperature kelvin 273 K 0°. C = 32 °'F.
373 K = 100° C F.4

Area square meter = 104 cros = 10.8 ft2

VolUme cubic meter = 106 rn3 =" 35 ft'

Frequency ;herti. 1 Hz -7 1 cycle/sec
1 kHZ =-- .1000 cycles/sec ,

1 MHz = 106 cycles/sec

Density kilogram per kg/m3 1 kg/m3 = 0.001 gm/cm3
cubic meter .1 gm/cm3 =-- densitty.,of water

Speed; velocity meter per second rn/sec 1 m/sec = 3.28 ft/sec
.1 km/sec, = 2240 mi/hr

.Force newton 1 N = 105 ,dynes = 0.224 lbf

49



Name of unit 'Symbol CoUveraion factor

pressure newton per square
meter

N/m2 1 N/m = 1.45 x 10-4 lb/in2

Energy 'joule 1 J = 0.239 calorie

Photon energy' eleCtronvolt eV 1,ey = 1.60 x 10-19 J; 109 rg:57,

Power watt W = r J/sec

Atomic mass atomic mass unit amu tainuct= 1.156 x 10-2! kg

Customary links Used With the$0nIts

Quantity Name of unit Symbol Conversion factor

Wavelength of angstrom A 1 A = 0.1 nm = 10-10 m
light

Acceleration
of gravity

. 1 = m/sec



lOnitPrefixes,

10-2 = 1/100 i3O.01

49-3 1/1000 = 0.001

i 0-4 = 1110 000 = 0.000 1, etc.

Example:

5.67 x 1075 = 0.000.056'7



. Re.ferences to sections; Appendix A (answers to questions),,ai#S
inclUded in the entries: Those in italic tYpe are the most helpttel
abiorption.line a gap' or dip in a spectrum, caused by the';'itiSo.
. wspecific avelengths:by a gas between a light source 404.

.(ecs. 4A to 4C;.App: A, nos : 1608; Figs. 4.2,
aerosol" very small particles of dust or dropletS.of:liquidStiS 0:0'4

Earth's atmosphere. (Secs. 1,3, 3A to 1D;.ApP...A;
3.3, 3,7) /

altitude distance above the Earth's surface. (Secs. 3 to; ,C
nos. 8, 5, 15; Figs., 3.2, 3.6,.4./)

angstrom (A) a unit of wavelength used by physicists for ;*kthen 80 yjrs,
1 angstrom 1016"tneter 4'0.1 nanometer.

Apollo -Soyuz a joint U.S. - U.S.S.R. missioa ..from
Apollo,.the three-Man U.S: spacecraft; Consisted oft14Cf5tiliii!tricl.:Nlidii07:'
(CM) connected to the Service Moduli (sm)
(DM). For 2 days, the DM was attached. o Sqyti4;tb."4"iv010)4*,'SO.0el:.
spacecraft. The two spacecraftwereira:Ciii4tiacOryitiinCline0i,.:8!'''tOlie,.
Equator, with gi1013000:003t.eVilid/17:611W;;;:
surface. See groundtr4:1c,d0ifi::"40d
. thevelpeity;pf,11g0t.:atid. all

contliticng':ofAa!tegiiin (teMper4tiffet*.iiiloyClcify
Hess, rainfall,: snowt'all, shrishine,: and .wit40J2401410::!nie.Y0r:

: averaged over seyeral
color wheel a' eviCe for .iieschiNng. visual color
concave inirior'ait.opiical'ciiinpQ4eht.tliat

or giving parallel rays fmm a pciint source of
Continental drift,the': Very ;,s1...evy; ritattOty of OitibeTs'*4:.it116,'iei::flOOrs

adjacent to them ,(plaies,),
contour a line connecting poitits,kif:qual,*alti410*44100;0i1:4...1ii..11):

brightne's's oF$.photOgra011:::1(.50c;. 3c; tig4;:got,';,,:::-..!
count one pulse Of culIent or voltage from a deteeter,,4ndie:iiiittihe:pit.ssage

of a photon or particle throigh the.cletebior.

Docking, Module (DM) zi special compOnenfaddcd'014.he'41Apolft*.SpCeei.alf
sothat it cOuldbe joined Witlt'Sny (See6.0C; Fig, .:;4:,8)See.e.opig,t ).

Doppler shits thechange.Of ftititle'ncyjnclWalieleiigthsOnOte:Speetrunl'pf a.
sOureehpliroaching anObSetver(bliieShift),O(recedingfrakthiii(ted.'Sbift).
the change in wa,Velehgtftig..Ak =;Xifric, wherel'iSiti.,Vehicity Of approach.
or recession:(S71.. C)S e Pam hIc



,.enaitssion line a small band of wavelengths emitted by a low, density gas 'when
h'gloWs. The pattern. of several:ernssion lines is Characteristic of the gas
nd is the, same as the absorptiOn. i nrs.absorbed by that gas from light
aising through it (Secs. 4A; 4B, IC to 4E;- App. A, nos: 16, 17;.

Figs; 4 .2 43)
energy level 'a specific internal energy that one kind of atom can have The

qyantum theory explains and predicts discrete (separate) energy levels for
each kind of atom. (Sec. 4B; App. A, no: 16; Fig. 4.2)

fault a crack in:the Earth's crust where surface rocks have slipped up, dOwn,
or sideWard, (Sec. 2B;!ipp. A, no -4; Fig. 2.f1).

field ofifiew.the angular area covered by.a camera or other type of detector:
(Secs. 2A, 2E, 3C- App. A, no 23)

film a plastic strip coated' with light-sensitive emulsion on one side, used:to
record fOCtiied images in a camera. After development, black-:and4V1Atel.'-
film shoWSInegative image (blackened Where light struck it). Coloi.fillig7
after procissing, shows the colbrs of light that struck it. Red and infrared
film record longer wavelengths of light than does ordinary film. (Secs.
2A, 3C; AO. A, no 11)

focal length the distance.from 'a lens to its focused image of an object velry
far away. (Sec. 2/4'; Fig. 2.3)

forbidden line a spectiumline that:CO..be :etoittedby a low-deisity gas:1104ot
absOrbed by it (Secs.i*3.40::'S'.:0i0Vi.i.i:illi;'efier,g310;e?,:;speNtrii14,--
reenwich mean time (01141) th;iirifeaftn,eVent, from 0 at,nijdni '
12,hours at noon to';:24:4iOOrs.at midnight, as measured at 0°
(Greenwich, near LOndon, England); .used on the Apollo-Soyui.mission
and other, space Missions to avoid confusion with other time zones See
Pamphlet.l.

groUndtrack the path folloWed by a spacecraft over the, Earth's
(Secs. 2; 2A; Fig. 2.5)

ground truth measurements made from the ground to confitm or calibrate
measurements made from a spacecraft, in orbit. (Sec. 2C;'App. A; no.
Figs. 24 3.1)
frifedi4viiible electrOmagnetie radiation With'wavelengthi froM

r.hlicibtheters; longer than visible wavelengths. (Sec. 30; App
...13; Fig, 2-.2) . ;

atom with one or more electrons removed or more rarely,' added.
Fig. 4.2)

from light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation) a light.
emitting only one wavelength of coherent light (all in the same phase

vave cycle). A pulsed laserpmits short flashei of very high intensity.
3B)

iitOf pieces of glass or quartz, accurately shaped to focuS light from a



A.

.

distant object to form. an: image of 'that object. (Secs. 2A, 3C; App.. A,
nos.:2; 3, 1'4 Figi. 2.2;23; 3:1) . : . :

, Adat pulsed/ightdetectioti and, ranging: instrument similar to radar dio
detection and ranging). L,idar was usedM measure the' altitude of ae6siiii
and the droplet .CharacteriStics. (Secs.. 3/LAD;--Aiip: A; no. 9;.Fie3.3)

..MA -007 ffie Stratospheric Aeroiel MeasureMent:ExperiMent on the Apollo-
SoyugiiissiOn.. (Secs. 4 -, 3; 3A, 3B, 3C, 31D;15gs,.*.2; 3.4;-3-g)

MA-059 4euitraviolet:libsOrption Experiment44*s. 1, 4, 4C, 4D. 4E;
. App: nos.. 17;18; Figs. 4.4 to 4.8) .,
MA436 the Earth ObseeatAus and PhOtography. Experiment..(Sets. 1; 2,

,2A, 2C, 2D; FigS: 2.4 ;:2*-` .

MA-148 theArtificial Solar EciipSe Exgerinient. (Sec. 3C),See Painpfilet.1114.::
iniflibar (Mtiar) a unit bf pressure equal to 100 N/m2; usetribt.measitring

h. atmospheric. pressure. (SeC. 44 ; .Fig. 4.1) .

thonocular a sMalltelescope;'likebirtOculars but for one eye-only, (Sec: 2B;
App. A, no. I) .

orbit the -,path followed by a str.tellite aroundltrastronomicativdy, such as
the Eartl, orthe Moon. The 'Orbit number was rase_ d on 00119."Soyui
identify'. he time. (Sec, :2; Fig. 3.4)

.ozone (03) a somewhaf*table molecule formed in the Eartl4i!atit(osphere
from atomic and molitular oxygen atajtitudes firm .19 to'3-5V1Otneteri..
(Sec. 4A; Fig. 4.1)

photometer an instrument that uses electrical voltage to measure the Intensity
. (brightness) of, light. (Secs. 3C, 3D; Fig. 3.7) There are seVek*I .ttpes;

a Photarpigtiplier. amplifies the electron 'Current: Sec.. 3A; Fig, * y
hoto4.a,iiiiantiopf lightthe,SMalleSt SeparableariMunt of energy:WO:ram

prOpfirtional to frequency and;:inyeise4f,pro,.:.
!:rtiortional to vyaverengtii,;:($ecl . ' ;

11441he six continental jiiassOahil the sea floors,' tcfthern Earth; .d
-sitbplate are segments;:( plates. Plate teeionici is a study of the

: motion of plates and.subglates.: (Sec: 2Dy,
Pfhicipal-Inxestigator the individual responsible a Space experiment and

for:reporting the results .

radar kirdio deteCtion,and rangirig)ilra-si Mitter that sendS, a ra pulse
..toward an object and measures the time:interval until reflected (echo)
pulse comes back. The time interval gives the range (diStance) of the objeet,
'(Secs. 3B, 4A; App:' ric.. (5)

reactimt-Control jets small propulsion'units on.2 spaCecialOrsed to rotate or
laccelerate it in a specific direction. (Sec... 4C) .SeePaMphlet I.

reflectivity the ratio of the reflected intensity to the intensity falling on.a.,
mirror or retroreflector. (Sees. 4C, 4D) -
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refriction.the bending of electromagnetic rays.sUch as light Or radio waves,
where the material they are passing through changes in denlitY, coApte'
o other propertiss.; (Sees::2D;s3C, 3D, 3E;. App. A, no. 10;'Figs. 3.4,

refractive index the- ratio of c (the velocity of li t in 'a vacuum) to'the
velocity of light through a transparent SUbstancq. h Such' substance
lowert the velocity:Of light slightly and by a diffe nt amount law
density air has a different refractive index fibril high=. ensity air and from
water, glasS; sulfuric acid, etc. (Sec. 3D) '

, .

resonance line a spectrum line resulting from a juMp between the two'
lo*est energy leVels:iri an atom. A reSonanCe line is strongly abSorhed
and sirengly 'emitted.; (Secs. 4/3, 4C; Api). A, no, 17; Fig. 4:2)

retrerefteetor three MirrOts yerpendicithfir!il:viri ach' other (like the inside
comet of a box). These.mirrors reflect aii9*ering lightray. back on itself
A_ grouP of SeVen,Shchlettirner reflectors'' made.up each retroreflector
on :Sciyittz., 4c4..'41");',App. A, nos. 18; 19; Flg":::4.4)

rift a crank art the Earth's ilitlaCe*here one land mass is'Sliding past another
in plate or..0hplateli1OYairteiA(continental drift. (Ses. 2B , 2D,-Fig; 2.6)

salinity*Petceutage content of salt in seawater. (Seri;' 2 2D; Figs. 2.7,
I

scatiered Aightlig10..StrilCiOg fine aerosol particles is reflected (scattered)
. i in all direCtions,:-:SiMilarlY, photons of resonance -line wavelength,

absorbed by ,atorns:and reemitted in all directions. (Sees.:3, 311 to 3D,
4B; App! A, no 7)':

sliectrometerl4ri,instranient that stiteads light intOa spectotm and iheaSures
..

the intensity, at different wavelengths.' (SecS. 4B, 4C, AD; App. A,
no :19; Fig. 4.4).

spectrum light. spread out into its component 'wavelengths, The full'
electromagneti spectrum extends froM very short gamma rays and x -rays
through visible light to infrared and long radio waves, (App. A. no. 10) ;

Spectrum lines are' peaks (emission lines) or gaps. (absorption lines) in .-

a''plot of intensityfversUs wavelength. See Pamphlet ;II:
troposphere the lo;A;est layer .of the atmosphere,' just iabove the EarttOs:.

Surface; about 10 kilometers thick. (Secs. 4A0E; App:. A, no. 13; Fig.:43)
velocity vector v (ofAp011o-SoYoz) the speed and direction of Apollo-Soyuz

through the atmospheric gases ar222.kilorneters altitude. (Secs. 4c, 413,
Figs. 4.5; 4.6, 4.7, 4.8) '

.

wavelength 00'the distance frOth the crest of ',one wave to the crest of the
.next; uSually measured in angstroms for light waves. Spectra are usually
plotted as Intensity:Versus wavelength., (Secs. 3C., 3E, 4A, 4B; 4E;*
App. A,. no. 17; Figs: 4 :2, 4.3 -) -
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,Further Reading ,

ABC's of Space .by Isaac ,Asirtiov, Walker'and:tOl."`(NeW York), 1969 -an
illustrated gloisitrY'of spaceflight :terins. , . :

'Atoms and. Astronomy by Paul' A. 'Blanchard: (Available.' from.
Government Printing Office, Washington,' D:C: 20402), 1976-atornic
spectra explained-in simple terms

Cgntinental Drift: The Evolution of a Concept by Urstita B,.
!Smithsonian Institution Press (Washington, D,), 1913714'clear and easily

I:understood acCptn*Of this newest branch of geolOgy.:,: $

Continents Adri.R(read.hts from Scientific ilmiericati,,with an tatrOdaqtionly
Ttizo Wilson), W:1-1. Frcerri & Co., Inc. (San Franciscp),

anthology on elvidence;.for and'develoginints of this theory:
'Earth and Space Science 'by C. wol(16..et ickC.Heath and'Co.

:(Boston), 1966-7a general reference for:topics discuSSed in this pqmPhlet.
Introduction to the Atmosphere' by *Oen Riehl, Inc. (New

York), 1972fOrkudents.whsr .want to learn about the;dYnaniica of the
Earth's atmosphere, particularly in :relation ea$,Periinentic..aVoaid
Earth satellites. :

The Language of. Space: A. Dictiotyq of Ayronqutics by Reginald
John. Day Co.!,. Inc. (New York); 4971a well- written of 1100
space terms; _with a section on the next 20 years in, space.,,"

Lasers and Light (readings frorh,ScienrificAmericen)I, W. H. Freeman-8i Co:,
Inc. (San Francisto), 1969 college -level deScriptions of optics: x-rays,

. radio Waves, and lasers: .

Modem Physics by H. .Clarke'Metcalfe;i. John and JoSeph F.
Castka, Holt: Rinehart and Winston ;(Nev47e York), 1976see Set.Xion
12.9, "Quantum Theory"

The Origin ,of the Solar System, "Thornton Page and Lou Williams Page,
eds., Macmillan Publishing Co . ,Inc..(NeW .York); 1966see Chapter
"Earth's Atmosphere Viewed From BeloW and AbOve."

Physics for SoCiety by yv, AddisOn:WesleY7-Publishing Co.
(Menlo' Park, Calif.), 1971:-7covers: recent .adVances in technology and
space sciences.

Pksics FouUdation; and FrontlirS' by Qeorge Gamow and John N.'
Cleveland; prentice-gall, Inc: (Englewood Cliffs; N.J.), 1976see
Chapter 21, Seetidn .21 -9, "SpectiOScopes,'' and ChaPter 22, 11e

`: Energy Quantum." ' :

Readings in the Physical Sciences and Technology (articles from Scientific
Ainerican; With an introduction by Isaac AsimoV),W.41-. Freeman &Co.,
111C. (SanPrancisco), I969contains well-illustrated articles on pertinent
subjeCts.
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Science.FrOrkbir Atiptaw witietd:. '

iationl(keN:v York), .1975-citsetissei locating and observing geologic
,MitieSiiiom the air: -


